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INTRODUCTION
This Investigation of the psychotherapeutic relationship attempts to
determine the effect on client depth of 9elf-exploration of therapist-
initiated confrontations, hereby the therapist points out to the client
discrepancies between his own and the client's wsy of viewing reality, or
between two conflicting vl ews of reality coexisting within the client.
Emphasis is placed on the differential Impact of confrontations within
high vs. low levels of five therapist-offered conditions: empathy,
positive regard, genuineness, concreteness, and self-disclosure.
Current research in psychotherapy continually points to the conclusion
that the nonspecific and common elements of different types of psycho-
therapeutic treatment are of far greater importance in terms of overall
outcome than are their theoretical differences (Ferenczi, 1952; Fiedler,
1950; Gardner, 1964 ; Seeman, 1961). Much of the most recent literature
has emphasized the personal qualities brought to the process by the
therapist (Betz, 1963; Cartwright and Lerner, 1963; Matarazzo, 1965;
Rogers, 1962; Seeman, 1961; Strupp, 1963; Truax, 1963).
Along this avenue of investigation, a considerable amount of evidence
has begun to accumulate indicating that there is a central core of facili-
tative conditions which must be offered by the therapist if the therapy
is to be effective (Bergin and Solomon, 1963; Carkhuff, 1966a;
Truax and
Carkhuff, 1963, 1964a, 1964b). Among these necessary conditions are
empathy, positive regard, genuineness, specificity of expression or
con-
creteness, and therapist self-disclosure. It has been found
that a high
degree of these faeilitative conditions is associated
with constructive
7client outcomes, both in terms of aelf-ratlnga and expert Judgment*,
while low levels of tha conditions are associated with no change or
deter lorative outcomes (Carkhuff and Truax, 1966; Truss and Carkhuff,
1963 ).
While a high degree of these conditions probably contributes ouch
to a constructive therapist- cl lent relationship, it may be questioned
whether or not these variables are sufficient to account for the differ-
ences between therapeutic and non- therapeutic outcomes.
This study attempts to look beyond the central core of facilitatlve
conditions to a specific aspect of the therapist's behavior, within
various levels of the core of therapeutic conditions. The specific
therapist behavior studied here is confrontation, an act by which the
therapist points out to the client a discrepancy between what the client
pretends or wishes to be and whet he ie; between whet the client says
and does; or more generally, between the therapist's impression of the
client and the client's impression of himself. Confrontation consists
of facing another person with a discrepancy in his communications and/or
hia behavior. It springs from the therapist's experiencing a disparity
between hia own and the client's view of teallty, whether the "reality"
in question be the client's personality, his situation, hia impression
of the therapist, or his way of viewing the world.
The recent psychological literature contains very few references to
confrontation in psychotherapy. Neither Vblberg (1945) nor Bibring (1954)
makes any mention of confrontation in their extensive considerations of
the basic activities in psychotherapy. Nor does Harper's (1959) review
of 36 psychotherapeutic systems contain even an allusion to confrontation.
Instances where confrontation has been cited as a useful therapeutic
3measure are mainly those In which the client la unruly or aggressive, as
In the case of acting-out juvenile delinquents, psychopaths, or patients
with character disorders (Charsasanowski, 1965; Hallowlt* end Cutter,
1961; Farad, 1964; Redl, 1959). Only with the tough client has therapist
toughness been encouraged. With the generally passive middle class
neurotic or the "weak, defenseless*’ psychotic, a direct confrontation
has been traditionally viewed not only as Inappropriate but actually as
a hostile act (Ti about, 1962). Even the current edition of Webster's
Pi ctlmary reinforces this view, defining "cor fronts ti on w as "facing
another, especially in a hostile manner".
Since the middle class neurotic, the population with Whom most psy-
chotherapy is practiced, has generally been quite facile in acquiring
Insight via psychotherapy, therapists have seemed content with this
accomplishment, assuming that appropriate action will somehow magically
flow from such new-found insights. Unfortunately, this hope has not been
borne out by empirical research. Tiebout (1962) and Silverberg (1965),
after many years of practice and research in "insight- evoking" therapy,
have found that insight alone is not sufficient to produce constructive
behavior change, and they have begun to look toward a more life-like
experience in therapy as the key to successful outcome.
A more life-like and constructive approach to therapy would seem to
be one in Which the therapist is not only empathic, respectful, and sincere,
but is also a real "significant other" in the therapeutic relationship.
He is a person who, himself, generates feelings and expressions rather
than being a fictitious figure, who hears and accepts the client's
verbalisations, limiting his ow responses to reflections or interpreta-
tions of what the client has said*
4
rrpni tlonal therapies have not permitted the therapist to fully
employ all his personal resources in psychotherapy. They have encouraged
that ha remain a "shadowy figure” behind the mask of neutrality and objec-
tivity. Neither have these therapies encouraged clients to act on their
"forbidden" impulses In order to test them out experl ent tally with
reality. Rather they have encouraged clients to talk about their feelings
or have explained them away from the here-now so far into the distant
past that emotional proximity is impossible. It is no vender that so
many therapists are looking to untrodden paths for a more direct route to
constructive client change. Among those therapists who have found bene-
ficial effects from the therapist’s being an active participant In therapy
rather than simply a participant observer are Thome (1955), Llstella (1965),
Smith (1964), Ellis (1965), Baum and Feltzer (1964), Saltzman (1962\ Tie-
bout (1962), and Carkhuff (1966). Two points on which all of these
authors agree are (1) the therapist’s expressions of his oun feelings and
thoughts can facilitate therapeutic progress; and (2) the client's
"acting-out” behavior can be an adjunct rather than a hindrance in therapy.
It seems reasonable to assume that in order to teach the client how
to act, the therapist himself must be able to act. Investigators of
various theoretical persuasions have found that the therapist provides
an Important source of learning for the client as a model iriioae behavior
the client tends to imitate. Bandura and Walters (1963) have indicated
that Imitation of the therapist by the client occurs regardless of whether
they receive any observable reinforcement. Matarazzo and his co-vorktrs
(1963) have found that clients will be more active in the presence of an
active as contrasted with a passive therapist. Heller (1963) has repli-
cated this finding. Fox and Goldin (1964) have found that clients
Imitate their therapists in learning to be empathic. Hie
client of a
3highly empathic therapist will, himself, generate more empathy than the
client of a less empathic therapist. Thus, it is to be expected that an
active, confronting therapist will be more likely to engender similar
behavior on the part of the client. Not only is the potent therapist a
model for the client's behavior, but an additional potential value of
confrontation lies in the fact that it is itself an action which demands
some form of action in return; and when the client acts and recognizes
the consequences of his actions, he is engaging in a process of self-
confrontation* -a first step away from a passive- reactive stance in life
toward a more vital and growing way of living.
At this point in the presentation an outline of the frame of reference
underlying this research should be given. Acknowledging that some thera-
pists do not consider therapy to be a segment of "real life", and therefore
place little value on the therapist's expression of his own personality,
the following paragraph will establish the rationale for this researcher's
committment to the opposing viewpoint.
(1) the goal of life Is growth, the continual unfolding of life's
potentialities toward the continuations and enrichment of further life
(Fromm, 1947; Maslow, 1954; Vhite, 1959).
(2) All men are born with capacity for growth. An individual person,
however, is neither inherently self- actualizing nor self-destructive, but
acquires a propensity for one or the other based on his interactions with
significant others in his life. If the significant other is himself
engaged in realizing and fulfilling his own potentialities, he will be
more likely to encourage the same in others, and a relationship with
this
sort of individual will probably be a growth experience. If,
however,
the significant other is himself incapable of either
knowing or effectively
6
utl Using his human reaourcaa, ha <411 ba lass likely to fostar grovth
In othara, .„d a relationship with this sort of Individual may be a growth,
retarding experience (Maelow, 1954; Mead, 1934).
(3) An individual tdio has not developed the capacity to effectively
utilise his resources toward the furtherance of life will often sense a
feeling of frustration or emptiness, which he may seek to alleviate or
work through with the help of another person (Fromm, 1947; Kierkegaard,
1957).
factor* such as the r
(4) Psychotherapy, being a segment of life, although sometimes an
atypical ona, offara the possibility that the person seeking help will
find In the therapist a significant other who is himself effectively
realising his human resources, and who therefore is capable of fostering
growth In others.
(5) The encouragement of self-realisation in one person by another
may occur through (a) imitation or modeling (Bandura and Walters, 1963);
(b) the lessening of threats in the external environment (Frank, 1961;
Rogers, 1962; Thorne, 1955); (c) the furtherance of self-knowledge, self-
respect, and self-care by participation In a relationship with a "signi-
ficant other" who knows, respects, and cares (Barrett- Lennard, 1962;
Rogers, 1962); or (d) a combination of these (tfiich are undoubtedly some-
what interdependent).
Passive psychotherapy which reinforces the client’s Inclinations
toward passivity is not congruent with a dynamic concept of humanity-
acting, thinking, feeling, participating in life, creatively and spontaneously.
To prepare the client for active participation in the real world, therapy
must teach him how to confront— his environment, his significant others,
f in-’ to tuvi Pw I
•
and himself* .
. auar—1 t as t«iei a nretty yeif .
Even Rogara, tha found.r of th. "non-dlr.ctlv." techntqua,
ha. now
changed hi a method to one of •’active sharing", or •’experiencing", with
the client (Rogers, 1963). This corresponds to the emphasis pisced on
the therapist's ow self-expression by such •’existential therapists" as
May (1958) and Mouatakas (1959).
Confrontation Is one vehicle whereby the therapist may bring himself
into the therapeutic interview as a person. Whether or not the confron-
tation has a constructive effect on the client may depend upon a number
of other factors, factors such as the core of facilltatlve conditions
already found to be associated with therapeutic client gain, \*en offered
by the therapist at high levels, and no gain, when not offered at or
above minimal levels.
Before specifying the expected relationships between therapist-
initiated confrontation, therapist-offered facllitative conditions, and
client depth of self-exploration, a more extensive definition of terms
will be presented.
Confrontation: In a confrontation, the therapist points out to the
client a discrepancy which is essentially between their two cosmologies
or ways of viewing the world. It may take several forms:
(1) The client may describe himself to the therapist in terns of
what he wishes to be (his ego-ideal) rather than what he is (his real
self), whereupon the therapist may face the client with his owi experi-
ence of the situation. The following excerpt from an actual tharapy
session exemplifies this type of confrontation:
Client : "I’m a cool guy. I really think I'm great. You vouldn't
believe some of the cool things T*ve done... You con tell by the
wav I dress and talk...I*m just cool.
Therapist : **You speak of yourself as being a pretty good guy,
bvit
I guess you don't believe it or you wouldn't say
it so loud and so
often
•
(2) The client way express an Increased awareness of hlwsalf
(Insight) as if this were the magical solution to all his problems;
that is, there way be a discrepancy between the client's insights and
his actions in relation to these insights. The following excerpt illus-
trates this situation
:
Client : "Now that I see «*iat my father has done to me all these
years, I feel like a new man!"
Therapist ; "Yes, but you're still getting up at 6i00 A.M. to
cater to his requests-- just like you always did."
(3) The client may be verbally expressing one thing to the therapist,
while communicating something entirely different at non-verbal levels.
The following excerpt will exemplify this situation:
Client : "Yes, Doctor. Yes. I see. I understand."
Therapist ; "When I ask you something that might bother you, you
look real interested and nod your head, but I can tell you're not
even thinking about it. ..You're nodding your head again, but I
don't think you even heard what I said. You have to try real hard
to stick with me if we're going to get to work on this trouble."
(4) The client may present as his real feelings expressions which
seem to the therapist to be clearly discrepant with what he (the client)
is actually feeling at the moment. The following excerpt will serve as
an 11 lustration
»
Client : "Tom's standing me up for that date was really funny.
have to laugh at that guy."
Therapist I "You seem to me to be more hurt than amused.
1
(5) The client may describe himself to the therapist in a way
that
is clearly discrepant with the way the therapist views the client.
The
following excerpt illustrates this:
9OUsti "I guess I '» just a weak little isouse. That's why people
think they can atep all over me.*
Therapist : ' To me you look like a person who's afraid to assert
himself for fear of being overwhelming or overpowering."
Not only can the presence or abaence of confrontation be determined
from listening to the verbal interaction between client and therapist,
but confrontations can also be categorised according to whether they are
directed at bringing the client into greater awareness of his resources,
strengths, or constructive behavior as opposed to his weaknesses, limi*
tations, or destructive behavior. If, during a segment of therapy, the
client is presenting himself to the therapist primarily in terms of his
resources (/limitations), ignoring, minimising, or apparently unaware of
his limitations (/resources), and if the therapist at this time points
out to the client a discrepancy between (1) how the therapist experiences
the client, his situation or his feelings, and (2) what the client is
verbally or behavioral ly expressing about himself, then the confrontation
is categorised as being directed toward the client's limitations
(/resources). An example of a confrontation directed toward client
"limitations" 1st
Client : "Their insults don't bother me st all. I'm bothered
very little by such things. I couldn't care less what my friends
think of me."
Therapist : "You wish these things didn't affect you, but they do."
Ths following is an example of a confrontation directed toward the
client's "resources":
Client : "Everyone lsughed at me. They all think I 'm a fool.
Therapist t "Your husband didn't laugh at you, and your
children
didn't laugh. The ones who matter most to you—
they don't think
you're a fool."
Confrontation way be distinguished from interpretation, the most
well-known type of therapist "activity", in that confrontation stems
primarily from the therapist himself; it is an expression of his owi
counter- viewpoint rather than simply an explanation or elucidation based
on one of the client's views* Confrontation and interpretation are simi-
lar in that both consist of statements to idiich the client may react
emotionally and with freer self-expression. Both influence the direction
of the client '8 thoughts and may facilitate the appearance of ideas that
otherwise would not have reached the level of awareness* Confrontation,
however, sho^ the therapist to be a person, and encourages a relationship
of inter
-
action; Interpretation tends to maintain a professional dis-
tance between client and therapist and encourages a role- to- role rather
than person- to-person relationship*
Gamer (1959 ) introduced what he called "a confrontation technique"
as a useful tool in psychotherapy. He describes this technique as one
in which the therapist makes a aeries of opinion statements regarding an
area of patient conflict, such as, "You must never masturbate again".
Following this, the "confrontation" occurs, in irtiich the therapist asks
the client, "What do you think of what I told you?" At this point, the
client wishes to flee from reality, says Garner, but the confrontation
has cut off his line of retreat. This leads him to introspect upon tfiat
he has been doing and often results in reality testing and increased
self-understanding (Gamer, 1962). While Gamer has tested the utility
of this technique with delusional psychotics (1959), adolescent schizo-
phrenics ( 1961 ), and dependent neurotics (1965), he nevertheless
accords
it only minor importance in his overall therapeutic approach.
He speaks
of confrontation not as a vehicle for constructive client
change, but
primarily as a technique which "offers the possibility
for isolation of
11
Eon'e limited areas of tharapautlc Intervention for study (in order) to
enhance understanding of the psychotherapy process (Gamer, 1*62).
Although .arner's view of confrontation is somewhat limited, it doee point
in the direction of the present reseerch.
Confrontation as conceived of in this study covers a wide range of
therapist-initiated interventions, and it is expected that this type of
confrontation will have significant effects on the process and outcome of
therapy. The primary effect studied here was the relationship between
therapist confrontation and client depth of self-exploration (DX) where
self- exploration is defined as the degree to which the client introduces
personally relevant material with spontaneity and emotional feeling
(Carkhuff, 1964). The relationship between this variable and construc-
tive personality change has been established in a number of research
atudlea (Blau, 1953; Braaten, 1961; Jourard, 1964; Fares, 1947; Seaman,
1949 ; Steele, 1948; Truax, Tomlinson, and van der Veen, 1961; Uolfaon,
1949 ). Thus, if a correlation could ba established between therapist
confrontation and client level of self-exploration, holding other relevant
variables constant, it could be concluded that confrontation is probably
related to constructive therapeutic gain. Naturally, it is Impossible to
hold all relevant variables constant in this type of research. However,
recent psychotherapy research has succeeded in delineating five variables
which seem to account for a large proportion of the variance in psycho-
therapy process and outcome. These dimensions are the five lacilltative
dimensions introduced earlier. They are described more fully here;
(1) Empathy* the therapists ability to sensitively and accurately
underatand the clients "being” and to respond in a manner which communi-
cates this deep understanding (Alexander, 1948; Dymond, 1949;
Ferenc*!,
1930* ox and Goldin, 1964; Halpern and Lcsaar, 1960; Hobbs, 1962;
Jourard, 1959; Rauach and Bordln, 1957; Rogers, 1957; Snyder, 1961;
Strunk, 1957; Strupp, 1960; Truax, 1963). In measuring this variable,
a scale developed by Berenson, Carkhuff and Southworth (1964) vat viewed
along a quantifiable continuum divided Into five stages. At stage one,
the lowest level, the therapist appears to be completely unaware of even
the moat conspicuous surface feelings of the client. At stage five, the
highest level, the therapist almost always responds with understanding
to all of the client's deeper as well as more superficial feelings. In
essence, then, the higher level of empathic understanding as measured by
the rating scale, the more frequently and accurately the therapist
communicates to the client his awareness of the client's feelings.
Empathy scales similar to the one described here have been validated in
outcome research (Bergin and Solomon, 1963; Carkhuff and Truax, 1965a,
1965b; Rogers, 1962; Truax and Carkhuff, 1963, 1964a, 1965). See
Appendix C.
(2) Positive Regard* The therapist's respect, non-possessive
warmth, and acceptance of the client (Barrett- Lennard, 1962; Bergin and
Solomon, 1963; Carkhuff and Truax, 1963, 1965; Halkides, 1958; Rogers,
1957; Shafer, 1959; Truax, 1963). A five-stage scale developed by
Carkhuff, Berenson, and Southworth (1964) was used to measure this vari-
able. At the lowest level, level 1, the therspist is viewed as communi-
cating clear negative regard for the client, acting in such a way as to
msks himself responsible for the client by actively telling him
would be best for him. Higher levels of positive regard essentially
entail progressive increases in the degree of expressed
concern for the
client. At the highest level, level 5, the therapist
is viewed ss com-
muni eating a very deep respect for the client's worth as a person and his
rights as a free individual, shoving deep concern for the client's human
potential. A similar scale has been validated in outcome research
(Carkhuff and Truax, 1965a, 1965b; Rogers, 1962; Truax, 1963; True* and
Carkhuff, 1963, 1964a, 1965). See Appendix C.
(3) Genuineness? the therapist's integration or maturity; the con-
gruence between what he says and what he is feeling at the moment
(Carkhuff and Truax, 1965; Ellis, 1959; Rogers, 1959; Strupp, 1960;
Thorne, 1950; Truax, 1963; \hi taker and Malone, 1953). At the lowest
level of this five-point scale developed by Carkhuff (1964a) the thera-
pist's verbalizations are clearly unrelated to what he is feeling at the
moment, or his only genuine responses are negative and appear to have a
potentially destructive effect upon the client. With increases in
facllitative genuineness, the therapist's verbalizations become increas-
ingly facilitative and congruent with what he is feeling at the moment of
their utterance. At level 5 the therapist is being freely himself
whi le concurrently employing his own genuine responses constructively.
A similar genuineness scale has also been validated (Barrett- Lennard,
1962; Dickenson, 1965). See Appendix C.
(4) Concreteness: the therapist's ability to express himself in
specific terms and to help the client discuss personally relevant material
in specific and concrete terms (Truax and Carkhuff, 1964). In this five
stage scale developed by Carkhuff (1964b), at the lowest level the
therapist leads or allows all discussions with the client to deal only
with vague or anonymous generalities, irrelevant to spec! ric feelings
of the client. At increasing stages of concreteness, the therapist
more and more frequently enables or guides the client into discussion
of personally relevant material In specific terms. At level 5, the
therapist Is always helpful in guiding the discussion so that the client
may discuss fluently, directly, and completely specific feelings, situ-
ations, and events, regardless of their emotional content. Research
supporting the validity of this scale has been conducted by Berenaon,
Carkhuff and Myrua, (1966) and by Truax and Carkhuff (1964). A similar
scale has been validated by Pope and Siegman (1962). See Appendix C.
(5) Self-disclosure: the therapist's ability to freely, spon-
taneously, and constructively volunteer information about his personal
Ideas, experiences, values and beliefs In accord with the client's
Interests and concerns (Jourard, 1964; Peres, 1947; Steele, 1948; Truax,
Tomlinson and van der Veen, 1961). At level 1 of this five stage scale,
developed by Martin and Carkhuff (1966), the therapist either discloses
nothing of himself or discloses only Irrelevant or retarding information.
At level 3, the therapist communicates something of himself, but does
so in a manner that Is vague and indicates little about his own unique
character. As with the other scales, level 3 constitutes the minimal
level of facilitative interpersonal functioning* Finally, at level 5,
the therapist fully defines himself to the client and operates construc-
tively at the most intimate levels of self-disclosure. Research support-
ing the validity of this type of scale has been conducted by Dickenson
(1965). See Appendix C.
While research indicates contradictory evidence as to the indepen-
dence of these five therapist dimensions (Truax and Carkhuff, 1963,
1964), a global assessment of overall therapist behavior was sought in
this study, and hence the average across dimensions was used, a ’High
Therapist" being defined as one whose average rating scale level was
3.0 or above, and a "Low Therapist" as one whose average level
was below
IS
3.0. level 3.0 on each of the five scale* represent* the minimal facul-
tative level by definition, l.e., this Is the lowest scale point at which
the therapist Is viewed as actually contributing to the therapeutic
process. See Appendix C.
One of the therapeutic gains found to be associated with high levels
of the facilltative conditions is Increased client self-exploration (Alexlk,
1966; Carkhuff and Truax, 1965a, 1965b; Rogers, 1962; Truax, 1963; True*
and Carkhuff, 1963, 1964a). Client depth of self- exploration has been
established as a useful criterion of psychotherapeutic effectiveness in
a number of research studies (Jourard, 1959, 1964; Jourard and Landsman,
1960; Jourard and I-asakow, 1958; Maelow, 1964; Mourer, 1961; Smith, 1958).
These studies point to the conclusion that persons who have the ability
to make themselves known to significant others in their lives also dis-
play many other characteristics of the healthy personality, suggesting
that learning to explore oneself or disclose oneself with others is a
means by which one achieves personality health.
Outcome studies by Wagstaff, Rice and Butler (I960) and by Braaten
(1961) have linked client intrapersonal exploration during therapy (as
measured by Judges* ratings) with successful outcome as determined by
post- therapy ratings.
In this study, client depth of self- exploration is defined as the
extent to which the client introduces personally relevant material with
spontaneity and emotional proximity. It is measured by a five point
scale (Carkhuff, 1964a) similar to those which define the therapist-
offered conditions. At level one, the lowest level, the client
does not
discuaa personally relevant material, either because he has
not the
opportunity to do so or because he actively evades the
discussion even
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when It is Introduced by the therapist. At higher level*, the client
voluntarily Introduces personally relevant material and may discuss it
with spontaneity and emotional proximity. At the highest level, stage
five, the client Is viewed as actively and spontaneously engaging in an
Inward probing to newly discovered feelings or experiences of himself.
This scale has been validated in outcome research by Carkhuff and Truax
(1965a, 1965b), and Truax and Carkhuff (1964a, 1965). Similar scales
have been validated by Rogers (1962) and Truax (1963).
Recent psychotherapy research has found higher levels of client
depth of seif- exploration to be associated with higher levels of thera-
pist-offered facllitative conditions. The answer to the question as to
whether high DX is the product of or stimulus for high therapeutic con-
ditions was given in Alexik's (1966) study in which the client's systematic
manipulation of hie depth of self-exploration level did not alter the
therapist's characteristic performance. High functioning therapists con-
tinued to offer high levels of conditions even when the client inten-
tionally lowered his depth of self- exploration, while low functioning
therapists continued to offer relatively low levels of conditions. Thus,
client depth of self-exploration level may be viewed as a function of the
level of facllitative conditions offered by the therapist.
This does not preclude the possibility that other factors over and
above the core of conditions may contribute to the client's level of
self- exploration in therapy. Confrontation, for example, may be an
additional means of bringing the client to deeper levels of sel ‘-awareness;
and it is probable that confrontation itself may have differential
effects
on client DX dependent upon whether the confronting therapist
is offering
high or low levels of therapeutic conditions. If core
conditions are
high, the client 1. .ore likely to see the therapist
a» a aourca of
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strength and potential change (Arbuckle, 1956; Felffel and Eels, 1963;
Rogers, 1959; Strupp, I960; True*, 1963). Therefore a confrontation by
a high level therapist should have a greater Inpact on the client nd
should result in an effort on the client's part to look within himself
for the source of the discrepancy the therapist is pointing to.
thiJtSi/ - t Tfitfd high on the facilltative dimensions is also more
likely to be viewed by the client as a model to be emulated (Carkhuff
and Berenaon, 1967; Christenson, 1960; Truax, I960); thus a confrontation
by a high level therapist is more likely to bring about similar behavior
on the part of the client. Active confronting by the therapist demands
either counter- confrontation (directed toward the therapist) or self-
confrontation by the client. Sither reaction requires that the client
move to deeper levels of self-awareness. Finally, since a client is more
likely to disclose his inner thoughts and feelings to a therapist who
provides high levels of facilltative conditions (Jourard, 1964; Silver-
berg, 1964; Truax and Carkhuff, 1965), any thrust by the therapist
toward deeper levels of awareness, such as a confrontation provides, is
less likely to be met with resistance than if it came from a therapist
offering low levels of therapeutic conditions.
Thus, it is expected that a confrontation by a High Therapist will
bring about Increased client self-exploration, **»ile a confrontation by
a Low Therapist will bring about either no change (if the pre-confrontation
DX is already relatively low, i.e., 2.0 or below), or a decrease (it the
pre-confrontation DX la above 2.0). A DX level of 2.0 represent* the
situation where the client doea not voluntarily introduce discussion
of
personally relevant material! be 1 b either responding mechanically
to
inquiries by the therapist or is engaging in "small talk"
of little
significance to him personally.
Confrontation in the presence of high degrees of empathy, respect,
etc., ere likely to be perceived ee genuine attempts by the therapist
to reach out toward the client, while in the absence of these conditions,
the confrontation may be perceived as an impersonal threat from "one
who neither knows nor cares*'
•
Within a given level of facilitatlve conditions (i.e.. Holding this
factor constant), there may be a relationship between thersplst canfron-
tetion and client depth of self- exploration level. It may be that high-
rated therapists who confront bring clients to deeper levels of atlf-
exploration than high- rated therapists who do not engage in confrontation.
This would point to a unique contribution of confrontation, over and above
that of the core of facilitatlve conditions.
It might also be expected that therapists tho rate high on the
facilitatlve dimensions, because they are presumably more attuned to
what the client is feeling at the moment and are more prone to disclose
their own thoughts and feelings to the client, will engage in a greater
amount of confrontation than will therapists rated low.
In order to obtain evidence regarding these hypothesised relation-
ships, it was considered deslreable to study the process of therapy in
as naturalistic a setting as possible, and to look at more than one
client and therapist population, namely those of college counseling
center client- therapist inter-actions and state hospital client-
therapist inter- actions. If similar data are obtained in two such
diverse settings with two different client and therapist types, than
results can be considered more reliable than if only one setting
is
studied.
Specifically, the main hypotheses tested weret
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I. If the therapist is offering high levels of the facilltative
conditions, his confrontation *111 be followed by an increase in client
depth of eel ^exploration during the following two minutes of therapy.
Under tow Therapist conditions, a confrontation will be followed by no
gain in client depth of self-exploration during the subsequent two
minutes of therapy. The two-minute period for assessing post-confrontation
DX was chosen because it was expected that this would allow sufficient
time for evaluating the clients' full responses to the therapists'
confrontations.
II. Clients of High Therapists who engage in confrontation with
them will explore themselves significantly more deeply than clients of
High Therapists who do not confront; while clients of Low Therapists who
confront will explore themselves less deeply than those of low Therapists
trfto engage in no confrontation.
III. Therapists who rate high on the facilltative dimensions will
engage in significantly more direct confrontation behavior than will
therapists who rate low in the dimensions.
IV. Therapists rated high in level of conditions offered will con-
front clients equally with resources and limitations; vfeile therapists
rated low will mor* often direct their confrontations at client limitations.
This research also is aimed at discovering whether or not evidence
could be obtained in support of the following relationships:
(1) Clients representing the counseling center population (college
students) will explore themselves more deeply following a therapist-
initiated confrontation directed at their limitations, while clients
from the hospitalised population will explore themselves more deeply
following a confrontation directed at their resources.
(?) Clients representing the counseling center
population will be
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confronted with their limitations mors oftsn than with thslr resources,
whils clients representing the hospitalised group will bs confronted
with tholr rsaourcss mors often than with their limitations.
METHOD
Sgsglet The sample of therapists consisted of 20 eclectically
oriented therapists with from two to five years • experience, tee of whom
were regularly employed at the Worcester State Hospital, and ten of whom
were employed in counseling or student personnel wort at the Untverstty
of Massachusetts. The client sample was composed of 40 clients, twenty
of whom were college juniors and seniors enrolled In an educational
psychology course at the University of Massachusetts, and twenty of
whom were ln-patlents from the Acute Ward of the Worcester State Hospital.
Both clients and therapists were volunteers who had agreed to participate
in a research study on the process of counseling or psychotherapy.
Volunteers from the State Hospital were solicited by Mr. Fred Hlrahberg.
Those from the University setting were solicited by the author.
Procedure* The twenty therapists met with an in-patient in the
mental hospital end a college student in the college counseling center
on separate occasions. Clients were given a set to ’’discuss something
that has bean troubling you or has been on your mind' . Therapists were
given a set simply to H try to be at helpful as possible”. This session
wma thalr initial contact with each other and 1 1 was left up to each
therapist- cl lent pair Involved to decide whether or not their relation-
ship would continue.
The data were obtained from tape recordings of these forty-
five
minute sessions. TWo Judges (Judges AH) were trained by the author
to identify end categorise confrontations according
to the paradigm
presented earlier. After five hours of practice In rating, perfect
agreement was obtained between the judges and the author. In performing
ratings for this study. Judges A and B independently listened to the
entire recorded session and rated the tapes for the number and type
(whether directed toward client resources or limitations) of confronta-
tions made by the therapists. Bach point of confrontation was noted by
the time (in terms of number of minutes from the start of the interview)
which it occurred. The judges had no knowledge of the identity of the
therapists in the study.
While both the absolute number and the type or content of confronta-
tions were recorded, an individual's confrontation score consisted
simply of the absolute number. Although ratings had been performed
independently, perfect agreement was obtained between judges as to type
and number of confrontations on each tape. These ratings were re-checked
for consistency by the author and a third judge. Agreement by all four
people was obtained for the confrontations scored.
In order to ascertain more precisely the effect of a confrontation
on the client's level of self-exploration, two other experienced judges
(Judges C and D) independently rated these tapes for client depth of
self- exploration for the two-minute period immediately before and after
each confrontation. Judges C and D were trained according to the
’experiential and didactic approach" outlined in Truax, Carkhuff, and
Douds' (1964) research report.
The Judges were told to perform their DX ratings each time they
encountered a colored Scotch Tape marker on the recording tape. Approxi-
mately half of these tape points were actually points of therapi
st- to-
client confrontation. The other half, representing period*
of no con-
frontation, were added as a check againet rater eyetematlc
blae. These
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point# were embedded among the total sample of tape segments to be rated
ane no distinction was made to the rater# between the confrontation
point# and the no-confrontation point#.
On a later occasion (approximately two weeks later), these same
Judge# (C and D) independently rated tapes for therapist-offered level a
of empathy, positive regard, genuineness, concreteness, and self-diaclosurc.
Ratings were made according to the five-point scale# Introduced earlier.
Level one on each of the scales represent# a level at which the condition
is either altogether lacking or potentially destructive in its effect on
the client. level three represent# the minimal facultative level; and
level five represents the highest and most therapeutic degree of the con-
dition in question. See Appendix C for complete scale definitions.
Ratings for the five therapist-offered conditions and for client depth
of self-exploration were based on two five-minute recorded excerpta, one
taken from the 15th to the 20th minute of therapy and one from the 30th
to the 35th minute. Appendix B contains the inter- rater reliability
coefficients for Judges C and 0.
Scoring for confrontation Following a client’s verbal or behavioral
response or series of verbal or behavioral expressions, if the therapist
communicates verbally to the client his experience of a discrepancy in
the client's communication and/or behavior, a confrontation is said to
have occurred. One confrontation was scored each time the therapist
verbally indicated to the client a discrepancy between the therapist's
own Impression or experience of the client, his situation, or his feelings;
and the client’s reported experience of himself, his situation, or his
feelings.
Since all tapes rated were from initial therapist-client
contacts,
*11 confrontation* scor.d wore tho.e b«ed on dlserep.rvcles noted
In the
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<ron*nt. If later phases of therapy had bean studied, the definition of
confrontation would have been extended to Include discrepancies noted
over a period of time. However, the initial interview was judged to be
the most opportune time to assess the therapist’s disposition to confront
In the moment and without opportunity for premeditation. See Appendix A
for sample rating sheets provided for Judges A, B, C, and D.
RESULTS
Of the twenty therapists sampled, four fell into the ‘’high" therapist
category on the basis of the pre-established criterion (an average
rating of 3.0 or above on the five facilltative dimensions). All of
these High Therapists confronted the client one or more times during each
therapy session. Of the sixteen therapists rated "low" on the facilltative
dimensions, only six engaged in any confrontation at all, and only two of
these six confronted the client more than once. In the forty therapy
sessions, a total of fifty confrontations were scored* forty-one Initiated
by the High Therapists, and nine by the low Therapists. Table 1 summarltes
the data obtained for both High and low Therapists according to Aether
the confrontation occurred with inpatient or student, whether It was
directed toward the client’s resources or his limitations, and whether or
not it resulted in increased client depth of self-exploration during the
following two minutes of therapy.
The significance of the relationship between the therapist’s level
of functioning and the effect of his confrontation on client depth of
self- exploration In the following two minutes of therapy waa obtained by
computing a Hann-Whltney U test on the percentage of confrontations
by
High Therapists followed by a gain in DX vs. the percent by
U>w Therapists
followed by gain. As can be Been in Table 2, a high
percentage of the
Table
1
Frequency
of
Effects
(DX
Gain
vs.
No
Ga
ln)
of
Each
Type
of
Confrontation
for
Each
Client
and
Therapist
Type
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confrontation** by theraplata rated high on tha facilltativ# dimensions
were followed by a gain in client DX, wherea. confrontation, by a Loo
Theraplat never lad to a gain U OX. This difference between High and
Low Therapist* was significant <p-.005>. For the tow Tharapt at group, in
three of the four instance* where client depth of sel f- exploration was
above level 2.0 prior to the confrontation, a drop in OX occurred follow
ing the confrontation. All other confrontations by Low Therapists were
followed by no change in client depth of self-exploration.
Table 2
Effect of High vs. Low Therapist Confrontations
on Client Depth of Self- exploration
Percentage of Confrontations
Followed by DX Gain
Confrontation by Therapist 1 100
High Therapist Therapist 2 75
Therapist 3 72
Therapist 4 57
Confrontation by Therapist 1 0
Low Therapist Therapist 2 0
Therapist 3 0
Therapist 4 0
Figure 1 shows the effects of High and Low Therapist confrontations
on absolute level of client depth of self-exploration. There was no sig-
nificant difference between the average before-confrontation depth of
.elf-exploration levels of 2.5* and 2.1** for clients with High and Low
Therapist* respectively :t(48) - .211, p< .05]. For the High Therapist
group, the difference in client depth of self-exploration level
before
I
^Standard deviation - .219
* Standard deviation • .360
Client
DX
Level
High Therapist
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
Low Therapist
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Figure 1
Effects of high and low therapists confrontations on
client depth of self-exploration
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(Mean DX - 2.5) and after (Mean OX - 3.3)* confrontation one found to be
significant j:(40) - 8.0, p<.0i_, using the t test for correlated naans.
Likewise, the student's t statistic (for correlated means) comparing client
DX for Low Therapists before (Mean DX - 2.1) and after (Mean DX - 1.6)**
confrontation showed these differences to be significant ! t(8) - 5.0,
p< .01 j. Thus, confrontation by a High Therapist generally led to a sig-
nificant rise In client depth of self-exploration whereas confrontation by
a Low Therapist led to a significant decrease in client depth of self-
exploration*
One goal of this study was to discover the effects of varying degrees
of therapist confrontation within the same level of the facultative con-
ditions. Because of the obtained direct relationship between therapist
level of therapeutic functioning end amount of confrontation engaged in,
it was impossible to differentiate the effects of therapist confrontation
from the effects of the facultative dimensions for the four highest thera-
pists In the study. However, In order to arrive at some tentative conclu-
sion regarding this question, it was decided to perform an additional com-
parison between High Therapists who confronted and High Therapists who did
not confront, using s more liberal definition of "High Level Therapist".
Whan a High Therapist was taken to be anyone whose average rating on the
facllitative dimensions was 2^6 or above (rather than 3.C or above), an
additional four therapists were added to the group of "High Therapists
1
’.
Figure 2 shows the differences between High and Low Therapists who
confronted and those who did not confront in terms of overall client
depth of self-exploration.
Within this sample of eight High Therapists, a t test
was computed
on the difference between overall client depth of
aelf-explorstlon tor
therapists who confronted vs. those who did not
confront. T*e difrerence
Standard deviation » *H4 Standard deviation
- *387
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Differences between high and low therapists who confronted
and those who did not confront in terms of overall client
depth of self-exploration
(based on less stringent criterion of "high therapist”) .
*»• significant [^(7) - 5.76, p<.01], indicating that maan client depth
of sel f- exploration for the High Therapists who confronted (Kean OX - 3.0)
was significantly higher than that for therapists who did not confront
(Mean DX • 2.0).
Within the re-grouped sample of 1? "Low Therapists" ( 2.5 or below on
the facilitative dimensions), a t test was computed for the differences
between client DX for the therapists who confronted vs. those who did not.
In this case mean client DX for the low Therapists who confronted (Mean
DX » 1.6) was significantly lower than that for the Low Therapist who did
not confront (Mean DX - 7 . 3 ) t(6,16) - 6.11, p< .01]. Although these
results were arrived at by retabulating the data on the basts of a less
stringent definition of "High Therapist", the obtslned results point
toward a unique effect of therapist confrontation over and above those of
the five core facilitative conditions. *lirther study, manipulating con-
frontation behavior within therapist levels, must be undertaken in
order to firmly establish whether or not this is truly the case.
Whereas the preceding results have been concerned with the differ-
ential effects of confrontations by High vs. Low Therapists on client
behavior, it is now necessary to examine another aspect of the behavior
differentiating High and Low Therapists. The number of confrontations
engaged in by High and Low Therapists is presented in Table 3 .
Table 3
Confrontation fiehsvior of High vs. Low Therapists
(based on the data for all therapists studied)
Number who engaged
in confrontation
Number Who did not
engage in confrontation lb tale
High Therapist 4 0
4
Low Therapist 6
10 16
n.lng the Fisher Exact Probability Teat. It »a datanatn.d that
therapists ratad High had a significantly greater tendency to confront
than did therapists rated lov (p - .041). it .a ala. hypothaalaad that
therapists
-dm are rated low on the facultative dimensions nil confront
clients oore often with their limitations than with their resources,
idiile for High Therapists there vlll be little difference between the
tw typ«s of confrontation. This relationship, shown In Table A, was
not found to be significant. The probability of the obtained »ann
Vfttitney U, computed on the percentage of High vs. Low Therapists whose
confrontations were directed at client resources, was .057.
Table A
Comparison between High and Low Therapists on Confrontations Directed
at Resources Rather than Limitations
Percentage directed at
client resources
Therapist 1 100
High Therapists Therapist 2
Therapist 3
58
72
Therapist A 75
Therapist 5 100
Therapist 6 0
Low Therapists
Therapist 7
Therapist 1A
0
0
Therapist 15 100
Therapist 18 0
Table 5 presents the effects of each type of confrontation on the
post- confrontation DX of in-patients, students, and a combined grouping
of the two client types. The Mann-Whitney U Test computed on the per-
centage of in-patients whose DX increased following a confrontation
directed at resources was significant with p • .018, Inci eating that for
this group an increase in self- exploration was more likely to
occur
following a confrontation directed at resources than
limitations. For
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th. Counseling Center client, no elgniflcent difference we* found between
depLh of self- exploration following a confrontation with resource* end
that following a confrontation with limitation* (p - .314). Similarly,
an anal y* la of the combined group showed no significant difference la
poet- confrontation depth of seif- exploration following confrontations
directed at client resources ve. those directed at limitations (p - .117).
Th* hypothesis that clients representing the Counseling Center
population will be more often confronted with their limitations, whlla
those in the hospitalised group will be more often confronted with their
resources, was not confirmed by the data obtained. The obtained proba-
bility for the Mann-Whitney U was .36?, based on the percentage of
students vs. in-patients who were confronted primarily with resources,
as seen in Table 6. Similarly, no aignificant difference was found
between the number of counseling center clients who wer* confronted and
th* number of in-patients who were confronted [V(l) - .993]. Table 7
summarizes the amount of therapist confrontation directed at students
vs. in-patients.
Table 6
Comparison Between Students vs. In-patients on Confrontstions
Directed at Resources Rather Than Limitations
Percentage of Clients
Confronted with Resources
Students
Client 1
Client ?
Client 3
Client 4
Client 5
38
67
33
100
0
Client 6 100
Client 7 100
Client 8 100
Client 9 85
In-patients Client 10 0
Client 11 0
Client 12 0
Client 13 100
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Table 7
Amount of Therapist Confrontation
Directed toward Student* ve. In-patient*
Therapist
Confrontation
No Therapist
Confrontation Total s
Collage
Student 6 14 70
Hoapi tal
Patl ent 8 17 70
14 76 40
DISCUSSION
Perhaps the finding of greatest importance 1* the differential
effect of confrontations made by high as opposed to low functioning
therapists. A confrontation made within the context of a high level
of the facilltative conditions tends to bring about deeper sel f- explora-
tion by the client, whereas a confrontation accompanied by low levels
of the conditions leads to no gain In depth of self-exploration; or
if client depth of self-exploration is initially at a relatively
high
level (2.5 or above) prior to the confrontation, the confrontation
will
tend to be followed by a measurable decrease in the client’s
depth of
self- exploration. It may be that the core conditions
set the stage for
con.tn.ctlr. change, while th. confrontation 1. •
b..lc Ingredient which
precipitate* thl* change. Following a confrontation,
the client's
avareneae of himself 1* potentially lncreaeed.
He nay or may not lt«.
th. glimpse he ha. Ju.t received, but In
either «... he 1. faced with
a choice, he will either become more
engaged with the th.rapiat or
more e.tranged from Mm. H. will go to
deeper level. In eaolorlng and
revealing hl.aelf or he -11 experience a
threat and become defen.lv. or
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retreat. Aether or not tho confrontation loada to lncroaaod clfont
sel f- exploration seems to depand primarily on tho therapist's level of
intorporaonal functioning.
It it possible that tho client's level of functioning may also con-
tribute to this outcome, since this too plays a part in the type of
relationship the therapist and client establish. The present study,
while not controlling strictly for client level, did establish a gross
estimate of this factor on the basis of initial depth of self-exploretloa
ratings. Previous research (Alexik, 1966j Piaget, 1967) indicates that
client depth of self- exploration approximates the average rating on the
other interpersonal dimensions, vhile studies by Jourard (1963) and
Mowrer (1960) indicate that degree of self- disclosure or openness is
highly correlated with other Indices of personality health. On the
basis of this estimate, it was established that only two of the 40
clients in the study came to therapy operating significantly above a OX
level of 2.0. Thus, client level of functioning probably contributed
little to the effects obtained here.
The finding that only four therapists of the 20 sampled fell into
the "High Therapist** category is consistent with that of a previous
research study which found that the average level of the five faclll-
tative conditions offered by 100 therapists was 2.1, a less than minimal
fadlitative level (Carkhuff and Berenaon, 1967).
Previous research has also Indicated that the rating scale level a
therapist attains in sn experiments! therapy interview is indl estiva of
the level of conditions he offers in everyday practice. Fagell's (1966)
study obtained a Spearman Kho correlation of .81 (p .0?), between the
therapist's performance in an experimental session and his performance
in
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general.
The finding that high levels of tha facllltatlve dimensions are
ntciitary for a confrontation to lead to therapeutic movement seems to
be In accord with the viewpoint expressed by Shafer (1959) that "Inter-
vention in the absence of empathy may be overly Intellectual and remote
from any feelings. The patient may feel he Is being ignored, inter-
rupted, criticised, and thwarted with regard to further communication."
Shafer's goal for therapy is also quite in line with the outcome criterion
used here --"fresh explorations of inner and outer reality".
The high- functioning therapist, being more "in tune" with the client,
la better able to confront the client with material which is likely to
have an emotional impact on him. When confronted with a potentially
emotion- laden subject, it seems reasonable that a client would more
likely be open and self-disclosing wi th a therapist whom he feela is
capable of understanding him.
If the scales truly measure the therapist’s ability to be "in tune"
with the client, a high- functioning therapist is also more able to
understand what the client is "really saying", ttoich may or may not
coincide with how he is trying to appear. It is generally recognised
that the client often uses an exclamation point trfiere a question mark
la called for (Holmes, 1964). When making an assertion about himself,
he is often asking, "Do you believe me?" or "Do I seem this way to you?",
to answer for himself the real question, "Can this person (the
therapist)
see me as I really am or is he as easily fooled as the others
7
'* for
example, the girl who asserts "I hate the dishonesty I
see in other
people. I *m completely above that sort of thing",
does not want a pat
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on ths back from the therapist* The therapist oho confronts her with
"What you really hate is your own dishonesty, end you wish you could rise
above it", may not earn her immediate respect} but the fact that he does
aaa beyond her words and that ha cares enough to make the special effort
required to understand her better may lead her to seek s deeper and more
open relationship with this therapist, and to try to move with him
toward reconciling the conflicts and discrepancies within her.
Whether the therapists confrontation statement is completely accurate
or not does not seem to be the deciding factor In determining whether or
not the client's openness and self-exploration go to deeper levels. What
does matter is the therapist's caring for the client, as communicated by
hla sometimes awkward efforts to know the client more fully. If he does
confront the client, he checks out his perceptions and impressions
immediately, modifies them when necessary, and Is much more in touch
with who the client really is, than if ha were to harbor hla lmpreaelona
and hypotheaaa secretly, silently measuring the client in terms of them
or even subtly manipulating tha client to conform to them. Tf reality
teating ie good medicine for the client, it is squally good for the
therapist.
It is clear from tha preceding discussion why clients of High
Therapists who confront might explors themselves more deeply than clients
of High Therapists who do not confront* when someone cares for you
enough to make a real effort not only to kijow you but also to be knowa
by you, i.e., whan ha puts himself "out on s limb" to
facilitate closer
communication, than you are likely to be more open and
self-disclosing
in your c<'mmuni cations with him.
It I. 1«. cl«.r why client, of Low Thor.pl. t. who
confront .hould
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explore themselves Jmi deeply then thoee of Lov Ther.pt. t. mho do not
confront. Perhaps under lov level, of the condition., since the con-
frontation is lnitleted vlth little avmreness of vhat the client 1.
feeling et the moment, a confrontation seem, like little more then
.
' * - <«**>
.
criticism, vlth major emphael. on the discrepant issue r.ther then on
the tvo persons Involved. The client may doubt that the therapist has
any real commitment to him, and may consequently react to a confrontation
by defending against It or by giving It only token recognition. Either
of theae consequences could lead to a decrease in client self- exploration.
With regard to the finding that therapists rated high on the facul-
tative dimensions engaged In significantly more confrontation behavior
than did the Lov Therapists, it is possible that a High Therapist, being
one who has learned to expect success In interpersonal encounters, is
store milling to take risks and move into unknown territory, than is a
therapist mho has not been so successful. A High Therapist may be more
apt to trust his immediate experience and act upon It, confronting the
Client vlth his expert Mice of a situation vlthout concern for being
"right'’ or "vrong".
It may also be true that therapists rated high on the therapeutic
conditions are actually more motivated to help. This motivation could
be either a cause or e consequence of prevlout effectiveness In human
encounters, but in either Instance, e high rating on the scales indica-
ting • positive cering for the client, might be expected to correlate
vlth the therapist's vlllingness to make an active effort to knov the
cl l ant better. Confrontation represents euch an effort. In
confronting
the client, the therapist is actively trying to come to a
bettar under-
standing of the client and to be better understood by him.
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M though some confrontation was initiated by low- functioning
therapieta, the data indicate that only two of the alx Low Therepieta
%*o confronted did ao more than a single tine. It nay be that elnce the
Low Therapist* a confrontations vara generally met by defensiveness or
decreased self- exploration by the client, the therapist was discouraged
fro® further confrontation.
The finding that low Therapists confront clients sore often with
their limitations than with their recources deserves further attention.
It may be that a therapist who is operating at low levels of empathy and
positive regard Is less sensitive to the strengths or resources of clients
than he is to their limitations. Cr perhaps he is simply less skilled
at communicating his recognition of clients' resources. The low therapist
himself may feel conflicted much of the time, %4>lch may therefore lead
him to emphasise the conflicted or limiting aspects of the client's
personality.
In contrast to the low level therapist, the High Therapist directed
his confrontations primarily at tha client's strengths. He was pre-
sumably capable of recognising and communicating both the client's
resources and his limitations, but in the initial encounter with the
relatively low functioning clients sampled here, he perhaps felt it was
of crucial importance to establish a basis for hops in therapy by
attempting to bring the client into touch with his worth. As a follow-
up to this point, a study should ba conducted manipulating client level
of interpersonal functioning as an independent variable to ascertain the
differential types and degrees of confrontation made by High and low
Therapists to High as compared with Low Clients.
The finding of no difference in the type of confrontation directed
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at college vs. ho.pl tel client, va. probably due to the feet th.t the
actual level of lnterper.onai functioning of the 20 coun.ellng center
Client. was not .1 gnlflcantly different from that of the 20 ho.pl tall aad
clients. If the Initial client DX rating, can be taken as estimate, of
overall level of functioning* a. previous research Indicates (Altxlk,
1966J Piaget, 1967; Jourard, 1959), then only two of the 40 client, cane
to therapy functioning more than ona-half scale point above or below
level ?.0. Thus, neither the counseling center nor the hospital group
was functioning at a high enough level to be sharply distinguished from
the other and to thus warrant differential treatment.
Perhaps for this same reason, no significant difference was found
between the absolute number of confrontations directed toward counseling
center clients end the number directed toward in-patients.
The finding that college students tend to explore themselves more
deeply following • confrontation directed at their limitations, while
OX for in-patients is greater following confrontation with their resources,
deserves further attention. That many mental patients react negatively
to anything which could be interpreted aa criticism is an accepted
psychological general! cation, (Masserinan, 1946; Olson, 1958; Rodnick and
Garmezy, 1957; Webb, 1955). They may already be painfully aware of their
limitations, and to point such things out may not only seem like "rubbing
salt into an open wound", but also may recreate the old conflicts which
have made reality ao unbearable to them, vtoat the in-patient may need
is for someone else to aee something of value in him which he*s not at
all sure exists, but trtiich hs must learn to believe in, if a
basis tor
hops in therapy is to be established.
The college student’s deeper self- exploration following a
confronts-
tlon directed toward hie limitation, (although not .tati.tlc.liy alg-
nifleant) may be attributed to any of aev.r.l r.a.ona. Ferhap. the
student ha. been told time and again that he haa great "potential**, and
although he may not quite believe it, he haa become leas and lesa
impresbed by statements of this sort. He may not feel ready to take the
responsibility for actualislng this potential, and thus may be quit,
hesitant about facing up to it* Or he may, at some lavel of awareness,
sense that his presently precarious state of equilibrium is based on
illusory resources %diich he does not really possess, and that if he is
to ever realise his actual resources, the illusions must be destroyed.
It may be that the differential response of students vs. in-patients
to being confronted by their limitations is due to the different response
to "failure" or criticism characteristic of each group. The college
student may "try harder" (as reflected in increased self-exploration),
while the in-patient may be sat to withdraw from such confrontations.
A number of potentially beneficial effacta of confrontation have
been noted. Confrontation can provide the therapist with a vehicle for
expressing his real thoughts and feelings the moment they are appropriate.
It provides a model to help the client learn to accept and express his
own thoughts and feelings, and to test his perceptions against another
person's "reality". Through confrontation the client experiences the
fact that there is more than one way of viewing a person or situation,
and he learns that two persons may disagree without harboring hostile
feelings for one another. And finally, constructive confrontation gives
the client an honest and immediate experience of himself. He feels the
Impact he can have on another individual, and bagins to realise his
impact on himself, which in effect is a movement toward self-
confrontation
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««. .blUty to fee. onoo.lf honestly wlttwwt n„0 of guls. „ d,lu.<on .
Confrontation nlno signal. to th. client
. of r.,p,ct f#t
M. Increasing capacity for eelf-determlnetlon. Th. th.rapl.t 1. »t
handling him with kid gloves (as so nany others have done), for fear of
overwhelming, hurting, or shaping him. By directly eo.u~nlc.tlai his
o« position to the client, the therapist allow, or prompt, th. client
to make his out stand clear, and to evaluate It sgatnst the therapist's
viewpoint. Granted the therapist's is Just one more view, but hopefully
It is one which has led to a more effective way of living. By checking
out and comparing his vie« against those of a significant other, the
client is learning to recognise and face up to inter- and intrapersonal
discrepancies \rtilch are Inevitably a part of life.
SUMMARY
Each of 20 therapists from either a hospital or college setting met
with a hospitalised patient and a university student on two different
occasions. Tape recordings of these 40 initial therapy sessions were
independently rated by experienced judges for therapist-offered levels
of empathy, respect, genuineness, concreteness, and both therapist and
client levels of self-disclosure* On a separate occasion judges rated
clients on DX for the two-minute periods before and after each therapist-
initiated confrontation. Two other judges independently rated each
therapy session for type and number of confrontations initiated by thera-
pists.
A significant relationship was found between the therapist's level
of therapeutic functioning (the average of his ratings on the five scales)
and the effect of his confrontations on client depth of self-exploration.
A confrontation initiated by a High-level Therapist generally led to an
4?
Increase in client DX, while a confrontation by s Low Therapist generally
led to no change or a decrease In DX (in the following two minutes of
therapy). It was also found that therapists rated high on the facul-
tative dimensions engaged In significantly more confrontation behavior
than did therapists rated low. There was a tendency for Low Therapists
to direct confrontations at client weaknesses or limitations more often
than strengths or resources, while High-level Therapists directed the
majority of their confrontations toward client resources.
The major implications discussed in connection with these findings
were the importance of confronting a client within the context of high
facilltative conditions in order to bring him into fuller awsrenesa and
acceptance of himself. Confrontation was viewed primarily as a vehicle
by which the High Therapist reveals to the client the discrepancies
between his own and the client’s view of reality, paving the way for
deeper self-understanding, and, ultimately, the capacity for self-
confrontation. Research areas for further study of this problem were
suggested.
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APPENDIX A
Sample of Rating Sheet Filled Out by Judges A & B
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Client
Number
Confrontation Point (note
tape point! 000,999, etc.) Resources or Limitations
[if not applicable, leave blank] (write R or L)
Sample of Rating Sheet Filled Out by Judge* C & C
Client No . Erg
1 excerpt *
3
1
2
4 1
2
5
1
2
6 1
2
7
1
2
8
1
2
9
1
2
10
1
2
11
1
2
12
1
2
13
1
2
14
1
2
15
1
2
16
1
2
17
1
2
18
1
2
continued
Client No.
to
40
appendix b
Intra- & Inter-rater Reliability
(Pearson Product-moment Correlation Coefficients)
33
Variable
Intra-rater
Rater 1 Rater 2
Inter-rater
Empathy .92 .95 .96
Positive regard • 92 .93 .95
Genuineness .90 .97 .99
Concreteness O'ao. .92 .83
Self-disclosure .87 .92 .91
DX .95 .92 .91
APPENDIX C
Eropathlc Understand! ngLlnJTnterpersona} Pmr» anc
A Scale foe Measurement
Bernard G. Berenson, Robert R. CerkhuCf, J. Alfred Southworth
Level 1
PerS
°^
a PPears completely unaware or Ignorant of even the mostconspicuous surface feelings of the other person(s).
Example: The first person may be bored or disinterested or simply
operating from a preconceived frame of reference v;hlch
totally excludes that of the other persons';
.
In summary, the first person does everything but listen, understand orbe sensitive to even the surface feelings of the othai per 3 on(s)
.
Level 2
The first person responds to the surface feelings of the otr.ar pe;;pon(s)
only infrequently. The first: person continues to ignore the deeper
feelings of the other person s )
.
Example: The first person may respond to some surface feelings but
tends to assume feelings which ace not there. He may have
his own ideas of what may be going on In the other oerson(s)
lut these do not appear to correspond with those of the
other persoa(s)
.
In summary, the first person tends to respond to things other than
what the other person(r) appear to be expressing or indicating.
Level 3
The first person almost always responds with minimal understanding to
the surface feelings of the other person(s) but, although making an
effort to understand the other person's deeper feelings almost always
misses their import.
Example: The first person has some understanding of the surface
aspects of the messages of the ether person(s) but often
misinterprets the deeper feelings.
In summary, the first person is responding but not. aware of who that
other person re. " 1 y is or of wnat th-.st other person is really like
undern eath . Level 3 constitutes the minimal level of facilitntive
interpersonal functioning
.
Level A
The facilitator almost always responds with understanding to rhe surface
feelings of the other personas; and sometimes but not orten '-'’sponds
with er.pathic understanding tc the deeper foalingc.
Example: The facilitator makes some tentative efforts to understand the
deeper feelings of the other oex*son(s.‘ .
In summary the facilitator is responding, however infrequently with
some degree of emoathlc understanding of the deeper feelings of the
other persor.(s).
Leve l 5
The facilitator almost always responds with accurate empathic understanding
to all of the other person's deeper feelings as well at surface feelings.
Example: The facilitator la "together" vlth the other Derson(e) or
"tuned in" on the other person's wavelength. The facilitator
and the other person(s) might proceed together to explore
previously unexplored areas of human Jiving and human relationships.
The facilitator Is responding with rull awareness of the other oerson(s)
and a comprehensive and accurate empathic understanding of his most
deep feel ings
.
1. The present scale 'Empathic understanding in interpersonal processes"
has been derived in part from "A scale for the measurement of accurate
empathy (Tcuax, 1351)" which has been validated in extensive process
and outcome research on counseling and psychol therapy (Bergin and
Soloman 1953; Carkhuff and Truax, 1955 1365a, 19 G5b ; Rogers, 1962;
Truax, 1963; Truax and Carkhuff, 1963, 1964, 1965). In addition, similar
measures of similar constructs have received extensive support in the
literature of counseling and thecapy (Barrett-Lenuard, 1962; Demos, 1964;
Halkides, 1950; Truax, 1961) a .id education (Aspy. 1965). The present
scales were written to apply to all interpersonal processes and hire
already received teesearch support (Carkhuff, 1365, 1955a; Be'enson
Carkhuff and Myrus, 1365).
The present scale represents a systematic attempt to reduce the
ambiguity and increase the reliability of the scale. Iu the process
many important dilineations and additions have been made. For com-
parative purposes. Level. 1 of the present scale is approximately
equal to Ctage 1 of the earlier scale. The remaining 3vels are
approximately correspondent: Level 2 and Stages 2 and 3 of the
earlier verson; Level 3 and Stages 4 and 5; Level 4 and Stages 6 and
7; Level 5 and Stages £ and 9.
Respect or Positive Rega rd, in Interpersonal Processes
Scale for Measurement 1
Rooert R. Carkhuff, Alfred J. Southworth and Bernard G. Berenson
Level 1
The first person is communicating clear negative regard for the second person.
Example: The first person may be actively offering advice or telling the
second person what would be "best" for him.
In summary, in many ways the first person acts in such a way as to make himself
the focus of evaluation and sees himself as responsible for the second persori*
Level 2
The first person responds to the second person in such a way as to communicate
little positive regard.
Example: The first person responds mechanically or passively or ignores the
feelings of the second person.
In summary, in many ways the first person displays a lack of concern or
interest for the second person.
Level 3
The first person communicates a positive caring for the second person but
there is a conditionality to the caring.
Example: The first person communicates that certain kinds of actions on
the part of the second person will reward or hurt the first person.
In summary, the first person communicates what the second person does or
does not do, matters to the first person. Level 3 constitutes the minimal
level of facilitative interpersonal functioning.
Level 4
The facilitator clearly communicates a very deep interest and concern for
the welfare of the second person.
Example: The facilitator enables the second person to feel free to be himself
and to be valued as an individual except on occassion in areas of
deep personal concern to the facilitator.
In summary, the facilitator sees himself as responsible to the second person.
Level 5
The facilitator communicates a very deep respect fcr the second person's
worth as a person and his rights as a free individual.
Example: The facilitator cares very deeply for the human potentials of the
second person.
In summary, the facilitator is committed to the value of the other person as
a human being.
1. The present scale, "Respect or Positive Regard in Interpersonal Processes,"
has been derived in part from "A tentative scale for the measurement of uncon-
ditional positive regard (Truax, 1962) "which has been validated in extensive
process and outcome research on counseling and psychotherapy(Carkhuf f and
Truax, 1965, 1965a, 1965b; Rogers, 1962; Truax, 1963; Truax and Carkhuff, 1963,
1964, 1965) . In addition, similar measures of simlar constructs have received
extensive support in the literature of counseling and therapy (Barrett-Lennard,
1962; Demos, 1964; Halkides, 1958; Spotts, 1962) and education (Christenson,
1961; Truax and Tatum, 1962). The present scales were written to apply to all
interpersonal processes and have already received research support (Carkhuff,
1965, 1965a; Berenson, Carkhuff and Myrus, 1965).
The present scale represents a systematic attempt to reduce the ambiguity and
increase the reliability of the scale. In the process many important dilinea-
tions and additions have been made. For comparative purposes, the levels of
the present scale are approximately equal to the stages of the earlier scale,
although the systematic emphasis upon the positive regard rather than upon
unconditionality represents a pronounced divergence of emphasis.
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gg.££llta tlve Genuineness la Inte rpersonal Processes
A Scale for Measurement^-
Robert R. Carkhuff
Level 1
The first person's verbalizations are clearly unrelated to what he
s feeling at the moment, or his only genuine responses are negative
In regard to the second person(s) and appear to have a totally
destructive effect upon the second person.
Example: The first person may be defensive in his interaction with the
second person(s) and this defensiveness may be demonstrated
in the content of his words or his voice quality and where
he is defensive he does not employ his reaction as a basis
for potentially valuable inquiry into the relationship.
In summary, there is evidence of a Considerable discrepancy between
the first person's inner experiencing arid his current verbalizations
of where there is no discrepancy the first person's reactions are
employed solely in a destructive fashion.
Level 2
The first person's verbalizations are slightly unrelated to what he
is feeling at the moment or when his responses are genuine they are
negative in regard to the second person and the first person does not
appear to know how to employ his negative reactions constructively
as a basis for inquiry into the relationship.
Example: The first person may respond to the second person(s)
in a "professional" manner that has a rehearsed quality or
a quality concerning the way a helper "should" respond in
that situation.
In summary, the first person is usually responding according to his
prescribed "role" rather than to express what he personally feels or
means and when his is genuine his responses are negative and he is
unable to employ them as a basis for further inquiry.
Level 3
The first person provides no "negative" cues between what he says and
what he feels, but he provides no positive cues to indicate a really
genuine response to the second person(s).
Example: The first person may listen and follow the second person(s)
but commits nothing more of himself.
In summary, the first person appears to make appropriate responses
which do not seem insincere but which do not reflect any real
involvement either. Level 3 constitutes the minimal level of facili-
tative interpersonal functioning.
Level 4
The facilitator presents some positive cues indicating a genuine
response (whether positive or negative) in a non-destructive manner
to the second person(s)
.
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Example: The facilitator's expressions are congruent with his feelings
although he may be somewhat hesitant about expressing them
fully.
In summary, the facilitator responds with many of his own feelins and
there is no doubt as to whether he really means what he says and he
is able to employ his responses whatever their emotional content, as
a basis for further inquiry into the relationship.
Level 5
The facilitator is freely and deeply himself in a non-exploitative
relationship with the second person(s)
.
Example: The facilitator is completely spontaneous in his interaction
and open to experiences of all types, both pleasant and
hurtful; and in the event of hurtful response^ the facili-
tator's comments are employed constructively to open a
further area of inquiry for both the facilitator and the
second person.
In summary, the facilitator is clearly being himself and yet employing
his own genuine responses constructively.
1. The present scale, "Facilitative genuiness in interpersonal
processes" has been derived in part from "A tentative scale for the
measurement of therapist genuineness or self-congruence (Truax, 1962)"
which has been validated in extensive process and outcome research on
counseling and psychotherapy (Barrett-Lennard, 1962; Dickenson, 1965;
Halkides, 1958; Jourard, 1962; Truax, 1961 and education (Aspy, 1965).
The present 6cale represents a systematic attempt to reduce the /
ambiguity and increase the reliability of the scale. In the process,
many important dilineations and additions have been made. For compara-
tive purposes, the levels of the present scale are approximately
equal to the stages of the earlier scale, although the systematic
emphasis upon the constructive employment of negative reactions
represents a pronounced divergence of emphasis.
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Pe r sona 1 1 y_Re_l ev3 n t Concreteness^r Specificity of Expression
1_Q Interpersonal Processes
A Scale for Measurement
Robert R. Carkhuff
Level 1
The first person leads or allows all discussion with the second person(s)
to deal only with vague and anonymous generalities.
Example: The first person and the second person discuss everything on
strictly an abstract and highly intellectual level.
In summary, the first person makes no attempt to lead the discussion
into the realm of personally relevant specific situations and feelings.
Level 2
The first person frequently leads or allows even discussions of material
personally relevant to the second person(s) to be dealt with on a
vague and abstract level.
Example: The first person and the second person may discuss "real"
feelings but they do so at an abstract, intellectualized
level
.
In summary, the first person does not elicit discussion of most person-
ally relevant feelings and experiences in specific and concrete terms.
Level 3
The first person at times enables the second person(s) to discuss
personally relevant material in specific and concrete terminology.
Example: The first person will help to make it possible for the
discussion with the second person(s) to center directly around
most things which are personally important to the second
person(s) although there will continue to be areas not
dealt with concretely and areas which the second person does
not develop fully in specificity.
In summary, the first person sometimes guides discussions into
consideration of personally relevant specific and concrete instances,
but these are not always fully defeloped. Level 3 constitutes the
minimal level of facilitative functioning.
Level 4
The facilitator is frequently helpful in enabling the second person(s)
to fully develop in concrete and specific terms almost all instances
of concern.
Example: The facilitator is able on many occasions to guide the
discussion to specific feelings and experiences of personally
meaningful material.
In summary, the facilitator is very helpful in enabling the discussion
to center around specific and concrete instances of most important
and personally relevant feelings and experiences.
Level 5
The facilitator is always helpful in guiding the discussion so that
the second person(s) may discuss fluently, directly and completely
specific feelings and expereinces
.
Example: The first person involves the second person in discussion
of specific feelings, situations and events, regardless
of their emotional content.
In summary, the facilitator facilitates a direct expression of all
personally relevant feelings and experiences in concrete and specific
terms
.
1. The present scale "Personally Relevant Concreteness or Specificity
of Expression" has been derived from earlier work (Truax, 1961;
Truax and Carkhuff
,
1963, 1964) . Similar measures of similar constructs
have been researched only minimally (Pope and Diegman, 1962) . The
present scale has received support in research on the training of
counselors (Berenson, Carkhuff and Myrus, 1965) . The systematic
emphasis upon the personally meaningful relevance of concrete and
specific expressions represents a pronounced divergence of emphasis.
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Sel f
-Exploration in Interpersonal Processes
A Scale for Measurement^
Robert R. Carkhuff
Level 1
The second person does not discuss personally relevant material eitherbecause he has had no opportunity to do such or because he is actively
evading the discussion even when it is introduced by the first person.
Example: The second person avoids any self-descriptions or self-
exploration or direct expression of feelings that would
lead him to reveal himself to the first person.
In summary for a variety of possible reasons the second person does
not give any evidence of self
-exploration
.
Level 2
The second person responds with discussion to the introduction of
personally relevant material by the first Derson but does so in a
mechanical manner and without the demonstration of emotional feeling.
Example: The second person simply discusses the material without
exploring the significance or the meaning of the material
or attempting further exploration of that feeling in our
effort to uncover related feelings or material.
In summary, the second person responds mechanically and remotely
to the introduction of personally relevant material by the first
person
,
Level 3
The second person voluntarily introduces discussions of personally
relevant material but does so in a mechanical manner and without the
demonstration of emotional feeling.
Example: The emotional remoteness and mechanical manner of the
discussion give the discussion a quality of being rehearsed.
In summary, the second person introduces personally relevant material
but does so without spontaneity or emotional proximity and without
an inward probing to newly discovered feelings and experiences
.
Level 4
The second person voluntarily introduces discussions of personally
relevant material with both spontaneity and emotional proximity.
Example: The voice quality and other characteristics of the second
person are very much "with" the feelings and other personal
materials which are being verbalized.
In summary, the second person introduces personally relevant discussions
with spontaneity and emotional proximity but without a distinct
tendency toward inward probing to newly discovered feelings and
experiences .
Level 5
The second person actively and spontaneously engages in an inward
probing to newly discovered feelings or experiences about himself
and
his world.
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Example: The second person Is searching to discover new feelings
concerning himself and his world even though at the moment
he may be doing so perhaps fearfully and tentatively.
In summary, the second person is fully and actively focusing upon
himself and exploring himself and his world.
!• The present scale, "Self-exploration in interpersonal processes,"
has been derived in part from "The measurement of depth of intrapersonal
exploration (Truax, 1963)" which has been validated in extensive
process and outcome research on counseling and psychotherapy (Carkhuff
and Truax, 1965, 1965a, 1965b; Rogers, 1962 Tcuax, 1963; Truax and
Carkhuff, 1963, 1964, 1965). In addition, similar measures of
similar constructs have received extensive support in the literature
of counseling and therapy (Blau, 1953; Braaten, 1953; Peres, 1947
;
Seeman, 1949; Steele, 1948; Wolfson, 1949).
The present Scale represents a systematic attempt to reduce the
ambiguity and increase the reliability of the scale. In the process
many important dileniations and additions have been made. For compara-
tive purposes. Level 1 of the present scale is approximately equal
to Stage 1 Pf the early scale. The remaining levels are approximately
correspondent; Level 2 and Stages 2 and 3; Level 3 and Stages 4 and
5; Level 4 and Stage 6; Level 5 and Stages 7, S and 9.
FacUltative Self Disclosure In Interpersonal Processes
Art Experimental Scale for Measurement ^
James C. Martin ahd Robert R. Carkhuff
Level 1
The first person actively attempts to remain -detached from the second person(s)
and discloses nothing about his own feelings or personality to the secon per-
son(s) or if he does disclose himself, does so in a way that is not tuned to
the second person's interests and may even retard the second person’s general
progress.
Example: The first person may attempt, whether awkwardly or skillfully, to di-
vert the second person's attention away from focusing upon personal
questions concerning the first person or his self-disclosures may be
ego shattering for the second person(s) and may ultimately cause him
to lose faith in the first person.
In summary, the first person actively attempts to remain ambiguous and an un-
known quantity to the second person(s) or if he is self-disclosing he does so
solely out of his own needs and is oblivious to the needs of the second person(s)
.
Level 2
The first person, while not always appearing actively to avoid self-disclosures,
never volunteers personal information about himself.
Example: The first person may respond briefly to direct questions from the
client about himself, however, he does so hesitantly and never pro-
vides more information about himself than the second person(s) spec-
ifically requests.
Inaimmary, the second person(s) either does not ask about the personality of
the first person or, if he does, the barest minimum of brief, vague and super-
ficial responses are offered by the first person.
Level 3
The first person volunteers personal information about himself which may be in
keeping with the second person's interest bu this information is often vague
and indicates little about the unique character of the first person.
Example: While the first person volunteers personal information and never gives
the impression that he does not wish to disclose more about himself,
nevertheless, the content of his verbalizations are generally centered
upon his reactions to the second person(s) and his ideas concerning
their interaction.
In summary, the first person may introduce more abstract, personal ideas in ac-
cord with the second person's interests, but these ideas do not stamp him as
unique person. Level 3 constitutes the minimum level of facilitative interper-
sonal functioning .
Level 4
The facilitator freely volunteers information about his personal ideas, attitudes
and experiences in accord with the second person's interests and concerns.
Example: The facilitator may discuss personal ideas in both depth and detail
and his expressions reveal him to be a unique individual.
In summary, the facilitator is free and spontaneous in volunteering personal in-
formation about himself and, in so doing, may reveal in a constructive fashion,
quite intimate material about his own feelings, values and beliefs.
Level 5
The facilitator volunteers very intimate and often detailed material about his own
personality, and in keeping with the second person's needs, may express information
which might be extremely embarassing under different circumstances or if revealed
by the second person to an outsider
.
Example: The facilitator gives the impression of holding nothing back and of dis-
closing his feelins and ideas fully and completely to the second person(s)
and if some of his feelings are negative concerning the second person(s)
the facilitator employs them constructively as a basis for an open-ended
inquiry
.
In summary, the facilitator is operating in a constructive fashion at the most
intimate levels of self-disclosure.
APPENDIX D
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Ratings of Therapy Sasaiona k»
Hospital Thoroplst. with CouM.ling c.«.r
(Judges C i d)
Clients
Therapist
Code No. E
5 2.0 2.5
1.5 2.0
6 1.0 1.0
1.0 1.0
7 1.5 1.5
1.5 1.5
8 2.0 1.5
1.5 1.5
9 2.0 2.0
2.0 2.5
10 1.0 1.5
1.0 1.5
11 2.0 2.5
2.0 2.5
12 1.0 1.5
1.0 1.5
16 2.0 2.5
2.0 2.5
17 1.0 1.5
1.5 2.0
CLIENTS
C C SD
2.0 2.5 2.0 5.02.0 2.5 1.5 2.5
1.0 1.5 1.0 2.0
1.0 1.5 1.0 1.5
1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
2.0 2.0 1.5 1.5
2.5 2.5 2.0 2.0
1.5 1.5 1.0 2.5
1.5 1.5 1.5 2.0
2.5 2.5 2.0 2.5
7.5 2.5 2.0 2.5
1.5 1.5 1.0 1.5
1.5 1.5 1.0 1.5
2.5 2.5 2.0 2.5
2.5 2.5 2.0 2.5
1.5 1.5 1.0 1.5
1.5 2.0 1.0 1.5
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Rating* of Therapy Station* by
Hospital Therapists with Hospital iced Clients
(Judges C & 0)
Therapist
Code No. E R G C sp Ex
5 1.5 2.5 2.0 2.5 2.0 1.0
1.5 2.5 2.0 2.5 2.0 1.0
6 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.5 1.0 2.0
1.5 1.5 1.0 1.5 1.0 2.0
7 2.0 2.5 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
1.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.0 2.0
8 1.5 2.0 1.5 2.5 1.5 2.0
1.5 2.0 1.5 2.5 1.5 1.5
9 2.5 3.0 2.5 3.0 2.0 3.0
2.0 2.5 2.0 2.0 1.5 2.5
10 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.5
1.0 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.0 1.5
11 1.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 1.5 2.0
1.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 1.5 2.0
12 1.5 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
1.5 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
16 2.0 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.0 2.0
1.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 1.5 2.0
17 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0
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Ratings of Therapy Sessions by School or
Collage Counselors with Hoepl tali ted Client*
(Judges C & 0)
Therapist
Code No. S B 0 C SD B»
1 3.0 3.0 3.5 3.0 3.5 3.0
3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5
2 3.0 3.5 3.5 3.0 3.0 2.5
3.5 3.5 3.5 3.0 3.0 2.5
3 2.5 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.5 2.5
3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.5 2.5
20 1.5 2.0 1.5 2.0 1.5 1.5
1.5 1.5 1.5 2.0 1.5 1.5
13 1.5 2.5 2.0 2.5 2.0 2.0
2.0 2.5 2.5 2.5 3.0 2.5
4 3.0 4.0 4.5 3.0 4.0 2.0
3.5 4.0 5.0 3.5 5.0 2.0
15 2.0 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.0 2.0
2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.0 2.0
18 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.5 2.0
19 2.5 3.0 3.5 2.5 2.5 1.5
2.5 3.0 3.0 2.5 2.5 1.5
14 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.5 1.5 2.5
1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 2.5
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Rating* of Therapy Scaalona by School or
Collage Counselors vt th Counseling Center Clients
(Judges C 6. D)
Therapist
Cod* No. E Jt G C SD Ex
2 3.0 3.5 3.0 3.5 2.5 3.0
3.5 3.5 3.0 3.5 3.0 3.5
3 3.0 3.0 3.5 3.0 3.0 3.0
3.5 3.5 3.5 3.0 3.0 3.0
13 1.5 2.0 7.0 2.0 1.5 1.5
1.5 2.0 2.0 7.0 1.0 1.5
1 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
3.5 3.5 3.0 3.5 3.0 3.0
18 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 3.0
2.5 2.5 3.0 3.0 2.5 3.0
15 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 3.0
2.5 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 3.0
20 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.0 3.0
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 3.0
14 1.5 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 2.5
1.5 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 7.5
19 2.0 2.0 2.5 2.0 2.0 2.0
2.0 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.0 2.0
4 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5
3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5
client OX Laval for the ho*mlnuta Parted
Before and Aftar Bach Confrontation
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Therapist type
Cod. No. Confrontation do. or u„.) Dx b,{or, „„ ,fUr
1
2
3
3
6
7
1
2
3
6
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
1?
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
71
22
73
24
75
26
77
28
29
30
31
37
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
4?
43
44
45
R 3.0 3.5
R 3.0 3.5
R 1.5 7.0
R 1.5 7.0
R 7.0 2.5
R 7.5 3.0
L 2.0 2.5
L 2.0 7.5
L 1.5 2.5
l 1.5 2.0
L 7.0 7.5
R 3.0 7.5
R 2.5 2.0
R 2.5 2.0
R 2.0 2.5
R 7.5 3.0
L 3.0 2.5
L 2.5 2.0
R 7.5 3.0
R 3.0 3.5
R 2.5 3.0
R 2.5 3.0
1 3.0 3.5
R 3.0 3.5
R 3.0 3.5
R 2.5 2.5
R 7.0 2.0
R 2.5 7.5
R 7.5 2.5
R 2.5 3.0
R 2.5 3.0
R 3.0 3.5
R 3.0 3.5
R 3.0 3.5
R 7.5 3.0
R 2.5 3.0
l 3.0 3.0
L 3.0 2.5
R 3.0 3.0
l 2.5 3.0
L 3.0 3.5
R 1.5 1.5
l 2.0 1.5
L 7.0 2.0
L 2.0 1.5
Client DX Level for the T*o-minute Period
Before and After Each Confrontetioo
(Cont'd.
)
Therapist
Code No* Confrontation No.
8 no confrontation
9 no confrontation
10 no confrontation
11 no confrontation
12 no confrontation
13 no confrontation
14 46
15 47
16 no confrontation
17 no confrontation
18 48
49
50
19 no confrontation
20. no confrontation
Type
(Res* or lim.) DX before
t 2.0
* 2.5
L 2.0
L 2.0
L 2.0
DX after
2.0
2.5
1.5
2.0
2.0

